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Article 3

El C entauro

del

Norte

by Wendell Mayo
this because I am a liar, or because I believe history is a

“What is this story?”
“No,” she said. “You wait—he’ll tell you himself.”

bad dream— rather, I say this because I believe there are

Before that moment with Gloria and her little hand

other halves of the story, buried in the story, too many

ful of crumbs, I grew up thinking, now only guessing,

halves of the story that are also true— halves that per

that my family’s great story was that of my father, Martin

haps spring from a side of me, my family, the speakers of

Guzman, who after working in the cotton fields outside

los cuentos, that are curiously not buried in shadows, not

Corpus, having only, as Gloria tells it, saltines sopped in

dark halves that hide their faces from the public but

milk for breakfasts and lunches, joined the Navy, was sta

halves that bare their little faces to the light, so open and
pure in their telling from each tongue that all their little

tioned at Corpus Christi, toured in Korea while I was

faces become true themselves, half-truths of all

Lubbock, then attended the University of Texas at Austin

things...but everyone knows, as mathematicians tell us

on the GI Bill and, remarkably, graduated with honors in

now, that too many halves, no matter how true, never

nuclear physics. He took us, regretfully but with great

become whole...
But in my family there exists one great story made of

determination and hope for the future, into the north of

more halves than will fit into it. No matter where we

worked for NASA at the Lewis Research Center.

About half of what I will tell you is true. I do not say

born, returned to haul pipe string into West Texas, near

the country, a faraway place called Cleveland, where he

have been, or gone, or go, the story is passed on, and in

This had been the greatest story I had ever known

my fifteenth year it was given to me, first by my grand

that such a man and his family might have made such a

father Mariano Luis Guzman, not immediately, but after

quantum leap from life in the fields, over a kind of high

the prompting of my mother, Gloria.
One bright June day, I found Gloria in her kitchen,

and rocky watershed dividing the north and south, time

where we lived in Cleveland, Ohio, cupping her hands

many others remained as my grandfather Mariano did

around some bread crumbs from breakfast on the table.

now— closer to cotton than physics and deep-space

She herded the crumbs into a little heap and said,
“When we are in Corpus Christi, you ask your grandfa
ther Mariano about El Centuaro del Norte. He will tell

travel.

you the story.”
I moved over to the table, near Gloria, and watched

Mariano with each vacation the government granted

as she swept the heap of crumbs into the upturned palm

Corpus, one at Niagara Falls. And I looked forward to

of one hand and carried them to the sink. She made a

visiting Mariano, especially since he would take me to

little wave with her hand and scattered the crumbs into

the Serpentine Wall, and the breakwater running out,

the drain.

made of large white irregularly shaped boulders snaking
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before and after the Korean War, while in Corpus so

Though we lived so far from Corpus, we visited
Father, three weeks, which he sometimes took, two in
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far into Corpus Christi Bay and the Gulf of Mexico. It

needed to find out, so when we settled on a couple of

was wonderful to walk along the wall, the idea of it, the

rocks, tied some bones to our lines, and tossed them out,

experience of extending myself so far out into the wide

I asked him, as Gloria had told me I should, “Tell me

sea simply by walking, or crawling onto the winding

about El Centauro del Norte.”

rocks, by travel in a familiar way.

I saw one of his eyes in the shade of the straw Stetson;

There, on the wall, a speck in the endless blue of sky

he rubbed his chin, pulled a couple of times on his line

and sea, I’d carry two buckets, balancing myself careful

with a finger, wishing it seemed, that a crab would take

ly as I followed Mariano. One bucket was empty for the

the bone so he could delay his response.. .perhaps.. .but

blue crabs we’d catch, the other full of chicken bones

I believe the best of him, even now, and believe that in

Mariano had saved for crabbing. Later, as we made our

that pause and tiny tug at the line, Mariano was sizing

way far out onto the wall and into the bay, the sky
seemed half bare— a sheet of low clouds stretched like

me up to see if I was old enough to hear the story. So I

linen over the ocean, then broke in a ragged line behind

corner of his mouth, and again saw his perfect teeth,

us near the beach. Inland, over my birth city, the noon

which may have been false__

sun showered light.

rubbed my chin back at him, saw him smile a bit at one

“All right,” he said. “You see, I didn’t want to be a

I followed Mariano, though awkwardly, zigzagging

U.S. citizen; this all happened when I lived in Puerto

over the top of the seawall, half of my mind on the

Rico. My parents worked on a tobacco plantation there.

unfathomable expanse of the water in the Gulf, the other

When I was born, I was a citizen of Puerto Rico and

half on the stiff sea air in my face. I was so distracted I

Spain, then alter the war with America, the island

fell behind Mariano, so I ran a few steps, skipping, the

became a territory of the United States— and my par

pails knocking my knees, to catch up with him.

ents told me we belonged to the United States. But all

Mariano walked in his slow deliberate way, the brim of
his straw Stetson broken across the front, little bits of
straw sticking out along the break. The broken brim was

the time I did not care much about it. I was a boy, and
things as far as I could see were the same. I worked with

pulled down, shading his eyes and dividing his face into
patches of light and dark. I could see the brownish band
of sweat along the bowl of the hat— an ancient sweat,

United States, was nothing—I was in Puerto Rico— ves?

there as long as I could remember, a kind of unique
human hieroglyph for toil under the soil. It ran up from
the base of the hat where it met the back of his neck in
a mark like a small hand with its fingers closed. His face
was long, his forehead high, and I found it remarkable
that he had all his teeth. In fact, when he turned to be
sure I was following him with the buckets, he smiled,
and I was sure his teeth were perfect, so perfect that I
wondered if they were real...but that was not what I
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my father in the drying house, and my new country, the
Well, I was small and could climb like a monkey. So my
father would load my arms and shoulders with tobacco
leaves until I’d look like a little tobacco king with broad
green leaves for sleeves and a coat with green tails. Then
I’d climb the slats in the drying house.” Mariano ges
tured at the sky with the flat of one hand. “Zip—you
see? And I would drape the leaves on the rafters high in
the top of the house. My father would hang leaves on
the lower slats. This was how I was in those days. The
work was hard and hot, but I never minded because I
was like a monkey—see?
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“But then, in 1915, my father said I must join the
army of the United States. ‘What?’ I said to my father.
‘Why do I have to go?’ My father folded his arms over
his chest and said, ‘It is your duty.’” Mariano took his
line in the first two fingers of his right hand and gave it
a little yank. I saw him start to turn to me, to see my

ordered to go to Texas; so we took a train to El Paso. 1
was surprised by this since I never thought I would have
a chance of going anywhere south again, nearer to my
home. There, in El Paso, we marched and practiced
shooting our guns over and over, until one day we were
ordered to go to Eagle Pass. So we marched southeast

reaction to his story so far, but I turned away before he

along the Rio Grande to Eagle Pass, just across el Rio

could look. Somehow, I knew if I showed him that I was

from Piedras Negras— and after about ten days, we set

indifferent, I’d draw more of the story out of him, and he
continued, “You see, I was like a monkey and a boy, a

up camp outside the town.
“At first, I didn’t know why we were there— no one

Puerto Rican and an American—solider, tobacco hang

did—or if they did, my English was so bad I didn’t know

er__I was suddenly all these things, when all I wanted to

anyone was talking about it. But I was getting tired ot

be was a monkey with tobacco on his back who worked

all this practicing and was homesick, until one of m\

with his father in the great, high, airy, sweet-smelling

friends said to me, very slowly, ‘Mariano, you 11 appreci

drying house.
“So, in obedience to father, I left my home, sad and

ate this.... We are going after Pancho Villa.’ ‘Pancho
Villa?’ I thought. He didn’t mean anything to me. I

desperate, not worried about fighting the Hun in

couldn’t figure why so many soldiers had come so lar to

Europe, or dying, only wondering how someday I would

get just one man. For this I had to leave my home' My

get back home. I did not want to belong to the Untied
States if it meant leaving my home...but I went to the

family?
“When we had been in Eagle Pass about a week, we

dock and took a ship with other boys to New York,

were given a day’s leave. The other boys went into town

where I was made into a soldier in the Fifth Infantry, the

to the cantinas, but I just wandered around the town,

Fighting Red Devils of New York.” The sun had gone

going nowhere, thinking nothing, I was so homesick

over midpoint of the sky, drawing a little line of shade

can you imagine this?” I saw the skin around Marianos

made by Mariano’s Stetson closer to his eyes, nearly

lips and his crabbing line tighten at the same time—he

revealing both eyes, so he paused a moment in telling his

seemed grateful for the little pull on his line because,

story, glanced at the sun, and tugged the brim downward

again, he didn’t seem to want to go on with the story. He

to shade his face. “I made friends in New York in the

brought the crab in hand over hand, out of the water. A

Fighting Red Devils,” he said, “and I became a little

couple of times the crab smacked against a rock, then

happy about that, but I never forgot about my home,

swung in the air on the line side to side, still clamping its

and some nights I would stay awake all night wondering
about my family in Puerto Rico, then, dozing in the very

chela on the chicken bone—and I wondered at that
moment what must have possessed the little crustacean

early morning before the bugle sounded, I would dream

to hang on to the tiny bone, despite being hauled out of
its natural element. Hunger? Stubbornness? And again

of the tobacco house and the smell of the leaves and
climbing high into the rafters —
“Instead of sending us to Europe, in 1916 we were
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I looked at the sky, feigning boyish indifference to
Mariano’s story and noticing that the line of clouds over
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the bay and city had been pushed back, out to sea, by the
high sun__Mariano quickly stripped the crab from his
line, dropped it into the pail, and continued.
“I walked awhile west of Eagle Pass, El Paso del
Aquila, until I came to a settlement of small houses and
many tents inhabited by los colonizadores, a place called
La Colonia. I came to a little ravine cut square by a
storm that wound off to the south and, I imagined,
drained into the Rio Grande. There, near a little pile of
dark rocks across the ravine, I saw a rider on a gray horse,
with long bullets in ammunition belts crossing his chest,
a thick high sombrero, a long thin rifle lashed to his sad
dle. He wore a gray canvas jacket and leathery pantalones. But all his clothes were blended together in the
distance, blended even more with the snakes of heat ris
ing from the ground__All of a sudden the rider kicked
his horse and started across the ravine. I stood where I
was. I didn’t move. Where could I go? ;D ondd But
even as the rider came closer, he seemed so stiff and
straight in the saddle, and his gear so hard and bleached
all the same color by the sun, that he looked as if he were
a part of his horse, part of the same animal—a man and
an animal himself, together, coming at me, beating the
ground with four feet, coming at me...
I l l USTRATED BY J O H N SHEAR

“When he rode up to me and reined in his horse, I
saw only one thing new, his thick black mustache that
covered his upper lip. His mustache was shaggy like a
dog’s hair.” Mariano ran a finger over his lip. “See,
mucbacho?... Well, the rider held the reins stiffly in one
hand, and he had his other hand near the stock of his
rifle. I remember the vein sticking out in the hand by
the rifle. He didn’t seem to want to say anything, and I
was sure, then, that this man and his horse were going to
kill me, so I blurted out, ‘What are you?’ He shifted in
his saddle a bit, and 1 heard the leather creaking, which
relieved me at the moment, but he never moved his hand
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with the big vein in it from his rifle. ‘Don’t you know?’
he said. ‘You’ve been looking for me.’ ‘Me?’ I said.
‘No... I haven’t been looking for you, senor. I don’t
know what you mean. I’m not looking for you.’ Then
a thought formed in my mind, a silly thought, the
thought that this rude ammo-belted man was Pancho
Vill a—right? But where was his army? Where were his
Red Flaggers, his soldaderas, the Yaqui...all the peoples’
armies my friends in the Fighting Red Devils had told
me about?—the Brothers of La Cucaracha, Las
Cucarachas, humble, ugly, and indestructible, like the
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song, song of the common so ldier...m u chacho,”
Mariano said to me, “This is the song I m telling you
about,” and he began to sing, first in Spanish, then

removed his big sombrero with one hand and nearly
doubled over, laughing in his saddle.

Then as he

laughed, I saw him draw his hand with the big vein stick
ing out away from the rifle. I saw my chance, so I ran.

English,

I ran without looking back, remembering his sombrero

"La cucaracha, la cucaracha,
Ya no puede caminar;

waving in the air and hearing only his laughter.
“That night, back with the Fighting Red Devils out

Porque no tiene, porque la falta,

side Eagle Pass, I laid awake a long time, very late, won

Marihuana que fumar.

dering if I should tell anyone about seeing General Villa

Una vieja y un viejito, se cayeron en pozo;

near La Colonia—but I didn’t, thinking how I might

Y la vieja dijo al viejo:

have to tell them also what I had said to him about my

Viejito tan asqueroso!

wish to go home—and I couldnt, you see, think of any

La cucaracha, la cucaracha...

words to substitute for my homesickness, or a way to
speak them without feeling humiliated when I recalled

The cucaracha, the cucaracha,
He won't travel anymore;
Because he hasn't, because he s lacking
Marihuana left to smoke.
Once a viejo and a vieja fell into an empty well,
Said the vieja to the viejo:
'Dirty old man, go to hell!'
The cucaracha, the cucaracha..

General Villa’s laughter and his sombrero waving at me
as 1 ran....
It didn’t seem to bother Mariano that I hadn’t any
questions for him about his story, questions he might
have expected a fifteen-year-old to ask. Marianos story
silenced me. It was beyond me to look back a genera
tion, two generations, across the melange of facts and to

Mariano hummed a few more bars of the song and

imagine that Mariano of the broken straw brim,

took in another crab; then he said, But, I want to tell

Mariano of the shaded eyes, was once a monkey in a

you if this man shot me, all right? I nodded and he con

sweet-smelling tobacco house. As unfathomable was the

tinued,

“So the man on the horse said, “I am El

fact that he had met a man my history teacher had char

Centauro del N orte...’ and I said, So you are Pancho
Villa?’ and he said, shifting again in his saddle, ‘Don’t

acterized as “that bandit of the Revolution.” What was

interrupt me or I will kill you—see? So I said nothing,
and he said, ‘I am El Centauro.. .While your Twelfth

we all were in our own ways— Mama for her family in
San Antonio, whom we visited on a two-day trip;

Cavalry is looking for me at Boca Chica, I am here look

Mariano for his wife, Eva, then dead for five years; Father

ing at you1.... And so you have found me. Now, what do
you want?’ I didn’t know what I wanted, but I thought I
better think of something fast, so I said, ‘General Villa, I

for his mother, Eva; and Father for Mariano, knowing
he’d brought his young family so far north to leave

just want to go back to Puerto Rico and work with my
father in the tobacco house.’ Then he laughed: he
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within my reach was that Mariano had been homesick

Mariano in Corpus with his stories, small house, and
chicken coop on Old Brownsville Road. So our yearly
reunion was not a reunion at all but a kind of silent
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lamentation of many generations. We ate, we laughed,

didn’t say anything about Pereyra or fighting with

then came the time to be silent—and I was, in this
silence, over and over, dispatched from Father to

Pancho Villa.”
“He didn’t—?” Father said, leaning into the engine

Mother, form Mother to Grandfather, and more, to hear

of the car, his torso disappearing behind the engine

all their stories separately, my special sort of loneliness,

block. “I wonder why not__That silly old man, leav

hearing each half coming out and growing in my mind

ing things out, making stories all the time—you never

like so many ragged fronds of the palms of Corpus that

know what to believe.”

rattled in the hot wind saying many things at once,

may not be true?”

meaning none...
Later that afternoon, after Mariano and I returned
from crabbing near the Serpentine Wall, I saw Father in
the driveway.

“Then the part about meeting the Centaur—that

He was pulling spark plugs from

Mariano’s little old Comet sedan. The car was a vague

Father suddenly stood up, out of the engine, and
looked at me sternly.
“Yes, of course. That part is true. Everybody knows
that! Ask your mother!”

color of green, faded from the sun, baked out as it had

I left Father wiping a spark plug with a greasy rag. I

stood years in the heat of the light reflected by bright

went to Mariano’s chicken coop and sat by it to ponder
this new part of Mariano’s story. I suspected, watching
three chickens peck up the corn scattered in one corner

white bits of seashells filling the driveway. I said to
Father, “Mariano told me about El Centauro del Norte
when we were crabbing.”
“He did? Well, then he must have told you about
how he joined the Revolution?

He was a wagoneer

under Orestes Pereyra near Piedras Negras.”
“No,” I said, then added politely, “maybe he was, but
he didn’t tell me.”
“You see,” Father said, “Mariano met General Villa
outside Eagle Pass—this was maybe 1915 or 1916, I
don’t know.
“Yes, I know.”
“Good, well, General Villa said to Mariano, ‘Do you
want to join the Brotherhood of the Cockroaches?’ and
your grandfather replied, ‘Yes, I am going home to
Puerto Rico, and if I can go back there after the
Revolution is won, I’ll be most grateful,’ and so the
Centaur reached his hand down to Mariano and took
- him up behind him on his horse, and they made swiftly
| across the Rio Grande for Piedras Negras.”
This certainly puzzled me, so I said to Father, “He
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of the coop, that Mariano had not told me the real story
because he still feared being labeled a deserter from the
army, or worse, a traitor to the United States. Still, he
had apparently told Father about his traitorous act, and
now I knew as well, but I somehow felt nervous know
ing this about the monkey boy, about my own kind,
about being traitors to the United States, so I found
Gloria in what had been Eva’s kitchen. She stood by the
tiny window at the back of the kitchen; her elbows rest
ed on a narrow windowsill and her chin rested in her
palms. She stared out the window at what appeared to
be the spot near the chicken coop where I had been sit
ting moments before—but I was there, behind her, so it
may have been another place she stared at—or
through—or, it seemed at the time, beyond.
“Mama,” I said, and she turned her head slightly
without removing her elbows from the sill or her chin
from her palms. “Father told me to ask you about when
Mariano rode with General Villa and Pereyra, near
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Piedras Negras.”
“What?” she whispered, then louder, “W hat?.. .that
crazy viejitd He would not have ridden with Villa—and
G eneral^ ilia? General? My foot! That butcher, that dis
gusting womanizing brute—El Centauro del N orte...Si,
that’s what he was—looked like a man, acted like some
anim al.” She turned around and leaned with her back

of broken, weathered asphalt covering the berm of the
road. I passed a patch of prickly pear. I looked at the
sky, gone orange in its corners, where two clouds, each
shaped like a C, hugged the fat sun on each side. 1
stopped to watch a trail of Fire ants cross my shoe, not
afraid of them but fascinated by them .... My skin pim
pled, even in the heat, and I had the strangest sensa

into the windowsill, propping herself slightly away from

tion... that if horseshoes and clouds shaped like Cs and

it by putting her arms behind her. Let me tell you
about Mariano. He was a deserter. He got so homesick

fire ants and prickly pears could all exist at the moment

for Puerto Rico he just walked right out of the camp at

one ant in the entire trail across the toe of my shoe is

Eagle Pass. Some Fighting Red Devil. But I cant say I

merely a phantom, does it somehow render all ants in all

blame him...estupido Estados Unidos. . . estupido

cas-

ant trails, all horseshoes and strangely formed clouds

trense... but he was so homesick, right, that he walked

under heaven—all needles in the pale green flesh of the

straight out of the army camp and headed for Puerto

prickly pear false? Perhaps not... perhaps that was it,

Rico, all on his own, with nothing!”
“So he never had a leave and never joined the

why the story in all its versions seemed so important and

Brotherhood of the Cockroaches and fought with

is, for each needle in the prickly pear that is untrue, sev

Pereyra for Villa?”
“5/, never. Your grandfather was just a homesick lit

of my little walk, then.. .what?... Could these stories? It

true and vital to Mariano and Martin and Gloria

that

eral others no doubt will be there to remind you of their
painful validity. So I sensed that all the stories could, in

tle boy. That’s all. He wanted to go home, but he only
made it as far as Corpus Christi. He was hungry, starv

the most outrageous way, be true—Mariano running

ing. He never went home.”
Finally, I felt the tremor of certainty, so I struck

Devils—all of it, since my crazy mama and papa and

home.
“And Villa...he never met the Centaur?”

there, standing with my horseshoe by the prickly pear

''Pues... of course he did! But that’s not the point!”
So, disappointed that none of the stories seemed to
match, I asked myself, what was the point? Mariano
himself had told me that he was many things at once,
monkey boy, soldier.. .but could all of these incongruous
things also exist in one person’s life? How could they?
So I made my mind up to work on the puzzle, and I
went to walk along Old Brownsville Road, out the porch
and west past Villarreal’s Lounge. After walking a short
time, I found an old horseshoe in the dust and shells, bits
10

from Villa, joining Villa, or deserting the Fighting Red
abuelo

all persisted in their belief in the Centaur, and

and trail of ants, I first felt a strange kind of logic—that
if one believed one great story, then all the other halves
of it, no matter how inconsistent, so long as they were
part of the great story, could also, in a way, be believed.
But on my way back to the house, the night came on, the
air stirred and washed over me in little waves against m\
skin, and there in the strong dark night at the side of Old
Brownsville road I lost something, my nerve, my vision.
And when I came to the stoop outside Marianos house,
1 again felt my old need to verify just one part of his
story, the part about the Centaur. I wanted to believe in
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more than books say. I wanted to know that such a

stores. But after a time I could feel his homesickness for

meeting with Villa had taken place and that, then, all

Corpus, for Puerto Rico, as I had felt his silence in

meetings of all people in history could be possible, true,

myself during the trip north; and I became in a uncer

significant.

tain way homesick myself feeling his loss__ But there

When I came in the front door, to my left a single

were times, nights when Martin and Gloria would fill

lamp burned over Mariano. He was sleeping and snor

the cooler with ice and stab bottles of beer by their bot

ing, making growling sounds that came from deep inside

toms into it and bring the cooler to the patio, set it dead

his sinuses. He had pulled both his legs up to his chest,

center there, then light great oil torches at all sides and

and he lay curled like a little animal in the chair. He

join Mariano sitting in his little yellow chair so far from

wore his shirt but had removed his pants, and his thin

home to make los cuentos, our little stories whose many

legs, peppered with gray hair, reminded me how, still, he

halves I grew to know were true, grew to believe, and

was a monkey boy and took me outside myself, to the

came to know my half, hearing from time to time one of

high rafters of the tobacco house in Puerto Rico he had

my parents or Mariano say, and make a little laugh,

never returned to. I could almost smell it...and that
moment I knew that even if nothing else was true, I

You’ve been looking for me__What do you w a n d or, Do

believed, I lived, deeply and precisely, in Mariano’s
tobacco house.

you want to jo in the Brotherhood o f the Cockroaches? The
Revolution?
I grew to know my half hearing their little halves,

I put out the light and, watching him sleep so well,

seeing their little faces in the light of the great torches,

felt a little ashamed for wanting to ask him once more
about El Centauro del Norte.

my half in my face in that same light when, afterward, I

In a few days we prepared to leave Corpus, and I pre
pared for the worst sorts of goodbyes. But this time, this
visit, Mariano decided to leave his tiny house on Old
Brownsville Road to come live with us in Cleveland.
Three days in our car, two motels, across the Mississippi,
then the Ohio, Mariano was quiet, and I felt his silence
inside myself, felt his silence silenced me__
Home for a time, a few weeks, having Mariano in our
house in Cleveland, sitting in our yellow, webbed, alu
minum lawn chair at one corner of our yard, or in our
kitchen with his coffee, seemed exciting. And Mariano,
too, seemed curious about the small things we had dis
covered in the north of America, the things that became
part of our lives—our garbage disposal, our dimming
light switches, clean and full plazas and strips of jazzy
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was alone and the light of the torches doused, and I’d
find my horseshoe from Old Brownsville Road, imagine
with the exactness of dreams I had grown four legs,
straight and strong, and wandered with them through
the black rocks of the Rio, looking, looking.. .and why
not? All stories are true, no matter how brutish or beau
tiful, and though we had come very far from the land of
our dreams, though each of us in some tiny, fractured
way would always be homesick, our homesickness was
part of the story too, part of the story made of each one
of our many halves, of the story we each held as our own,
but part of someone else’s story too, part of some longforgotten whole.
Previously published in High Plains Literary Review.
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